Dance With The Enemy: A Gripping International Suspense Thriller (The Enemy Series)
Dance with the Enemy is the explosive first chapter in the highly-acclaimed Enemy series of espionage thrillers featuring Carl Logan. Praise for Rob Sinclair and Dance with the Enemy: "an excellent and action packed story that is hard to put down" - Andrea Giannini (Redbrick) "twists and turns that kept me begging for more" - Monica McDaniels (EbookReviewGal) "Sinclair is a genius storyteller" - Catherine Rose Putsche (WalkerPutsch Book Blog) "A strong, dramatic and enjoyable debut novel." - Cathy Ryan (Between the Lines blog) "fast paced action thriller that will have you hooked from the first page" - Monica McDaniel (EbookReviewGal) "Sinclair really knows how to write" - John Fish (The Last Word Book Review) "Carl Logan may be a battled hardened agent, but Rob Sinclair has managed to find his soul" - Treebeard (BestsellingCrimethrillers.com) Carl Logan was the perfect agent. A loner. No real friends or family. Trained to deal with any situation with cold efficiency, devoid of emotion. But Logan isn’t the man he used to be, or the asset he once was. Five months ago his life changed forever when he was captured, tortured and left for dead by Youssef Selim, one of the world’s most violent terrorists. When Selim mysteriously reappears in Paris, linked to the kidnapping of America’s Attorney General, Logan smells his chance for revenge. Pursuing his man relentlessly, oblivious to the growing trail of destruction that he leaves in his wake, Logan delves increasingly deep into the web of lies and deceit surrounding the kidnapping. Finally, he comes to learn just what it means to Dance with the Enemy.
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Dance with the Enemy piqued my interest just with the title alone. This is a smashing thriller! I could not put it down from the first word until the last. This book is an unpredictable story with true-to-life characters. It took me on a thrilling journey with many twists and turns that kept me begging for more. I found myself cheering on the main character, Carl Logan (Logan). Carl Logan is the best intelligence agent on the staff at JIA (Joint Intelligence Agency). This agency is unique because it is run by government officials from the US and the UK. Carl Logan is a loner. He works alone and feels he can accomplish more this way. Logan was on medical leave from the beating and torture he suffered by well-known terrorist, Youssef Salim, when he was assigned on a mission to find US Attorney General Frank Modena. Modena was abducted while in Paris on negotiations. The JIA was against Logan taking this case because they felt he had not fully recovered. Charles McCabe (Mackie), Logan’s boss, was hesitant but assured the board he was indeed ready. Mackie had no doubt Logan was the right agent for this case, but he too was concerned it may be too soon and Logan wasn’t ready. So against the board’s wishes, yet using his own intuition, Mackie assigned Logan to the case. And so began Logan’s mission to search for US Attorney General Modena. This book is jam-packed with detailed action and adventure. I could understand the characters feelings and found myself on edge as the story unfolded with revenge and betrayal. I was tricked and fooled just as the characters were with all the lies and deceit. Just when I let my guard down to start believing and trusting I suddenly found myself dancing with the enemy. This is a must read for all action and thriller enthusiasts.

Dance With The Enemy – Rob Sinclair

Was introduced to this book by a book club I am a member of and received in exchange for an honest review. This does not affect my review in any way. Excellent first novel and can’t wait for more. Dance With The Enemy introduces Carl Logan, a covert operative for a British/USA Joint Intelligence Agency, who is on medical leave and in recovery after a life changing ordeal. Before he has had chance to recuperate fully he is back working for JIA and his boss Mackie (Charles McCabe) due to the Attorney General Frank Modena being taken hostage whilst visiting Paris. Logan is the man for the job and who is entrusted with
Logan learns that Youseff Selim is involved. Selim is the terrorist who left him for dead and with mental and physical scars (as becomes apparent as you are gripped reading the book). Whilst trying to locate Modena and Selim, Logan meets FBI Agent Angela Grainger (Angie) and they end up teamed together working on the same case for different agencies. Each is cautious of the other and both pursuing their own hidden agendas. They also end up embarking on a relationship which is fulfilling in helping them deal with their respective demons but also causes trouble along the way.

Logan has a habit of needing some of his tracks covered up by his boss Mackie along the way which makes you query his training and the job he is employed to do, but you come to realise reading the book that his ways do get the answers just not the way you might think.

The book is fast paced, with plenty of twists and turns and the ending has me wanting to read the next book.
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